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I.  Fill in the blanks choosing the most suitable option.                                                

a. By the end of the year, she ___ with a degree in business.

      a. already graduates            b. will have already graduated           c. has  graduated

b. ___ a UFO?

a. Did you ever see                    b. Do you ever see                   c. Have you ever seen

c. Hurricane season ___ on June 1 and ___ on November 30.

           
  a. stops, moves                                b. begins, ends                              c. badly, worst

d.  The thief _______ away before the police _______ to the spot. 

a.   ran , came                   b.   had run, come             c.    had run , came 

e. Every four years, the Olympic cauldron ___ at the opening ceremony of the Olympic games.    

     a. has lit                         b. is lit                         c. is lighting

f. While the Olympic flame ___ as a symbol of the Olympic games, the Olympic mascots ___ as a

symbol of the games for children of all ages. 

a. respects, stands                    c. is respected, stands                d. is respected, stand

g. The USA ___ the country that ___ the competitions in 1996.

a. was, hosted                            b. were, hosted                             c. is, hosts

h. I have been reading _______6 ‘O’ clock in the morning but Sam has been reading 
______ half an hour. 

a. for, since                       b. since, since           c. since , for 

II. You are Sakshi/ Sakshyam of G-980, Neheru Lane, Nagpur. You are deeply upset because every year

the new budget brings a high price rise in the essential commodities. The common people are the real

sufferer. The root cause of price rise is more demand and less production, less production and more

population.  Malpractices  like  black  marketing,  hoarding  and  smuggling  adapted  by  dishonest

businessmen continue to worsen the problem. The result is a big gap between rich and poor. Write a

letter to the Editor of a National Daily expressing your view and offering suggestions for dealing with

problem. Word Limit- 150.                                                                                                         


